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Four original, unabridged, full-cast productions of Gail Carriger's most beloved fantasy short stories:

"The Curious Case of the Werewolf That Wasn't, the Mummy That Was, and the Cat in the Jar": A
mummified cat, a secret agent, and an aristocrat entangle Alessandro Tarraboti (father of Alexia Tarraboti
from the Parasol Protectorate series) in a rollicking, wry adventure into the supernatural secrets of ancient
Egypt.

"Marine Biology": Inconveniently a werewolf, unexpectedly alive, and secretly gay, marine biologist Alex
finds himself forcibly shackled to a flirty merman on the hunt for some sinister selkies. An unconventional
romance between impossible partners told with the kind of wit and comedy that made Gail a household
name.

"Fairy Debt": Despite being a fairy, Cups can't grow wings due to a death promise to a local king. Entering
service in his castle as the Least Jester, she must find a way to earn her wings while navigating the hazards of
cupcakes, tea demons, and the occasional Earth dragons.

"My Sister's Song": Fantasy, history, and subversive strategy collide in this Roman-era tale of a warrior,
Mithra, who must repel an entire legion alone and armed only with a very peculiar weapon. Her sticky
solution to this impossible problem must be heard to be believed.

Featuring performances by fellow fantasy writers Philippa Ballantine, Chris Lester, and Tee Morris as well
as an original soundtrack by composer Danny Schade.
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From reader reviews:

Donald Andrews:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite e-book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the e-book entitled A Carriger Quartet. Try to stumble through book A Carriger Quartet
as your friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside that course make
you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you far more
confidence because you can know every thing by the book. So , we need to make new experience and
knowledge with this book.

Barbara Mobley:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be up-date about what going on or info even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era that is certainly always change and make progress.
Some of you maybe will certainly update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for yourself but
the problems coming to a person is you don't know which you should start with. This A Carriger Quartet is
our recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and wish in
this era.

Erik Garcia:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a guide you will get new information since book is one of several ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, examining a book will make an individual more imaginative. When you
looking at a book especially hype book the author will bring one to imagine the story how the characters do
it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to some others. When you read this A Carriger Quartet,
you can tells your family, friends and soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire different ones,
make them reading a e-book.

Alex Tipton:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire all their reader with their story or
even their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
information about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors in this world always
try to improve their ability in writing, they also doing some study before they write on their book. One of
them is this A Carriger Quartet.
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